[Assessment of muscular toxicity due to chemotherapy by cardio-pulmonary exercise testing].
Cardio-pulmonary exercise testing (CPET) is frequently used to assess aerobic capacity, to evaluate respiratory tolerance and to provide prognostic information. Therefore, CPET is often incorporated in the preoperative assessment of cancer patients. This clinical case report presents the preoperative assessment of a patient before thoracic surgery, in whom an important decrease of aerobic capacity was noted, possibly because of muscular toxicity linked to chemotherapy. This clinical case concerns a fit, 66-year-old man with a large cell carcinoma of the bronchus. He had received 2 cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy. Subsequently, a left pneumonectomy had been proposed and preoperative assessment performed. CPET showed no further increase in oxygen uptake after the first ventilatory threshold, in spite of increases in carbon dioxide output, minute ventilation and heart rate. Moreover, maximal oxygen uptake was low and there was a decrease of oxygen pulse at maximal effort. We suggest that the limitation of effort was due to a limitation of muscular oxygen extraction, which could be explained by possible muscular toxicity due to chemotherapy.